
Eight Reasons Why Rome Fell

The painting "Destruction" from a series called "The Course of Empire" by painter Thomas Cole in 1836. The scene is

perhaps suggested by the Vandals sacking Rome in A.D. 455. 

The Western Roman Empire was the world's greatest superpower for nearly 500 years. Then,

in 476 A.D., it suddenly crumbled. Below are eight reasons why one of history’s most

legendary empires finally came crashing down.

1. Invasions by other tribes

Rome had long battled the Goths and other Germanic tribes. By the 300s, the Goths had

advanced beyond the empire’s borders. In 410 the Visigoth King Alaric attacked the city of

Rome. 

In 455, the city of Rome was attacked again, this time by the Vandals. Finally, in 476, the

Germanic leader Odoacer overthrew the Emperor Romulus Augustulus. From then on, no

Roman emperor would ever again rule from Italy. 

2. Economic troubles and slave labor shortage

Even as Rome was under attack from outside forces, it was also crumbling from within.

Constant wars had drained the empire's wealth. 
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At the same time, the empire was having trouble finding enough workers. Rome depended on

slaves to farm and work as craftsmen. Traditionally, Rome's military might had provided a

fresh flow of conquered peoples to put to work. However, the empire stopped expanding in the

100s A.D. Rome’s supply of slaves then began to dry up. 

With far fewer slaves, Rome was soon unable to produce enough food and other goods. Soon,

the empire began to lose its grip on Europe.

3. The rise of the Eastern Empire

In the late 200s A.D., the Emperor Diocletian divided the empire into two halves, the Western

Empire and the Eastern Empire. Over time, the two halves drifted apart. 

The Eastern Empire grew wealthier and stronger while the West grew weaker. The Eastern

Roman Empire is also called the Byzantine Empire.It lasted for a thousand more years. The

strength of the Eastern Empire led Germanic tribes to focus on invading the West. 

4. Overexpansion and military overspending

The Roman Empire was enormous. It stretched from the Atlantic Ocean all the way to the

Euphrates River in the Middle East. 
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Governing such a vast territory was very challenging. The Romans were unable to fully control

many of the faraway lands they had conquered. Rome struggled to raise enough troops to

defend its frontiers. As more and more money was spent on war, money for other purposes

began to run dry.

5. Government corruption and political instability

If Rome’s size made it difficult to govern, instability at home only made things worse. Over just

75 years, more than 20 emperors took the throne, usually after the ruler before them had been

killed. Meanwhile, the Roman Senate became more and more ineffective. 

6. The arrival of the Huns and migration of other tribes

In the late 300s A.D., Eurasian warriors known as Huns arrived in northern Europe. Their

forces pushed many Germanic tribes to the borders of the Roman Empire. The Romans

allowed Goths to seek safety within Roman territory. However, the Romans then treated the

Goths very cruelly. 

The Goths finally rose up in revolt. In 378 they beat a Roman army and killed the Eastern

Emperor Valens. 

The shocked Romans signed a peace treaty with the Goths. However, in 410 A.D. this

unraveled when the Goths attacked Rome. With the Western Empire weakened, Germanic

tribes were able to stream across its borders.

7. Christianity and the loss of traditional values

The rise of Christianity may also have contributed to the empire’s fall. 

Christianity became the empire's official religion in 380. Christianity displaced the Roman

religion, which had viewed the emperor as holy. It also shifted focus away from the glory of the

state. Meanwhile, popes and other church leaders gained more power, which made governing

even more difficult. 

8. Weakening of the Roman army

For most of its history, Rome’s military was the mightiest in the world. However, in later years

it became harder and harder to find enough Romans willing to join the army. Emperors began

hiring foreign fighters into their armies. 

Soon the Roman army was filled with Goths and other non-Romans. These men proved to be

fierce warriors. However, they had little or no loyalty to the Empire. In fact, many of the Goths

who conquered the city of Rome and brought down the Western Empire had previously been

in the Roman army.
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Quiz

1 Read the section "Weakening of the Roman army."

Which sentence from the section shows WHY non-Roman warriors hurt the Roman army?

(A) For most of its history, Rome’s military was the mightiest in the world.

(B) Emperors began hiring foreign fighters into their armies.

(C) Soon the Roman army was filled with Goths and other non-Romans.

(D) However, they had little or no loyalty to the Empire.

2 Read the section "Economic troubles and slave labor shortage."

Which sentence from this section BEST supports the conclusion that Rome needed more

workers?

(A) Even as Rome was under attack from outside forces, it was also crumbling

from within.

(B) Constant wars had drained the empire's wealth.

(C) With far fewer slaves, Rome was soon unable to produce enough food and

other goods.

(D) Soon, the empire began to lose its grip on Europe.

3 Use the two images and information from the article to select the TRUE statement.

(A) Rome was unable to defend itself from outside attacks.

(B) Rome should have fought harder against invading tribes.

(C) Rome could not trust the people of Constantinople to help it.

(D) Rome always had plenty of money to pay for war and other purposes.
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4 Examine the painting at the top of the article and read the paragraph from the section "Invasions

by other tribes."

In 455, the city of Rome was attacked again, this time by the Vandals.
Finally, in 476, the Germanic leader Odoacer overthrew the Emperor
Romulus Augustulus. From then on, no Roman emperor would ever
again rule from Italy. 

How does the painting support the information in the paragraph?

(A) It shows a statue of an emperor being torn down.

(B) It shows how destructive the Vandal attacks were.

(C) It shows why Rome could not rebuild after the last Vandal attack.

(D) It shows how the Vandals were able to enter Rome.
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